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 The purpose of this paper is to study the concept of dependence , independence  

and the basis of some algebraic structure and give the definition of a  finite group 

with basic property and study some of its basic properties.  
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Introduction 

            The general Algebra A is called Algebra with 

basic property If any sub algebra of A  has minimal 

Generating set(basis )such that for any two basis have 

the same number of elements.  

              Many of Algebraic  structures with basic  

property for example  the linear vector space. 

( P. Jones [4]) studied some of semigroups with basic 

property ,then   ( V. Shiryaev [7]) studied the sub 

semigroups which have unique basis. 

            In this paper we studied the  concept of 

dependence, independence and basis .Also we studied 

the finite groups with basic property and called them 

B-groups ,finally we obtained the some properties of 

the groups with basic property  as every groups with 

basic property is periodic ,quaziprimary and the image 

of any group with basic property by homomorphism 

group also form a group with basic property 

 

2- Dependence Relation and Basic concept 

Definition (2-1) [2]:-Let S be a set , the dependence 

relation on S is a rule which associates with each finite 

subset XS certain elements of S, said to be 

dependent on X, further ,the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

D1. If X={x1, …,xn}, then each xi is dependence on X. 

D2. ( Transitivity ) if z is dependent on  {y1,…, ym} 

and each yi dependent on {x1, …,xn},then z is 

dependent on   {x1, …,xn}. 

D3.(Exchange property) .If y is dependent on {x1, 

…,xn} .but not on {x2, …,xn} then x1 is dependent on { 

y1, x2, …,xn}. 

Example(2-1) [2]:Let (F,+,.) be a field , then the 

notion  of linear dependence over this field satisfies 

the above conditions. 
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Definition(2-2) [2]:-Let S be a set with dependence 

relation we defined generated of X where XS is the 

set of all elements of S which dependent on X , and 

denoted by <X> and we say <X> generated by X.  

Definition(2-3) [2] :-  A finite X ={xi; I € I} of 

elements of S is said to be independent if no xi is 

dependent on the remaining member of X; otherwise 

X is dependent.  

Definition(2-4) [6]:- An independent family which 

generated S is called a basis of S.  

Proposition(2-1) [2]: Let S be a set with a dependence 

relation, then for  condition are equivalent: 

a)X is maximal independent subset of S. 

b)X is a minimal generators set of S . 

c) X is a base of S. 

proof. 

(a)↔(c) Let X be a maximal independent subset of S, 

then any x ∈ X is dependent on X by (D1) ,and if 

yX, then X{y} , by maximality , so some element 

is dependent on the say x  X is dependent on  X, 

{y} , where 𝑋,is the complement of {x} in X. Since 

X is independent, x is not dependent on 𝑋 ,  

Hence by (D2) y is dependent on X= X, {x} ,and this 

show that X spans S. 

Conversely ,if X is basis, it is independent , but every 

element in X is dependent on it, so X is maximal 

independent. 

(b)(c) .Let X be a maximal spanning set ; if it were 

dependent, say x ∈ X is dependent on the rest of X, 

then we could omit x and  still have spanning set , by 

(D2); this contradicts minimality, hence X is a basis . 

   Converse , if X is a basis ,it is independent, so no 

element is dependent on the rest , and X is a minimal 

spanning set. 

 

3-Properties of groups with basic property  
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Definition(3-1) [1]: Let G be a group we said to be G 

a group with basic property if any two distinct bases 

for the subgroup H of G  have the same number of 

elements and denoted by B-group . 

Theorem( 3-1) [1]:-   The image of B-group by a 

group   homomorphism is also form  a B-group. 

Proof. 

  Let G be B-group and let  |𝐺| =n 

We prove our theorem by induction on the order n of 

G. 

If n=1 then the theorem is true.  

Suppose n 1 , if H the image of G by the 

homomorphism 

i.e f:G→H  if f(G)=H            

And |𝐻| = 𝑛   then H G  

 H is B-group. 

Next suppose  |𝐻| 𝑛   
Since H is a finite group  

H has a basis 

Suppose that B= {x1, …,xm}. , C={y1, …,yk}. two 

basis to H ,we must prove k=m 

We choose the elements a1, …,am , b1, …,bk  of G such 

that : 

f(ai) = xi    ;       1 i   m ; 

f(bj) = yj    ;       1 j   k  

we choose the subgroup  of G which generated by the 

elements a1, …,am that is         K= a1, …,am  

If K≠ G 

Then f(K)= f(= a1, …,am) =   f(a1), …,f(am)=  x1, 

…,xm  H 

Since G is B- group then          K= a1, …,am is B- 

group  

By  the induction hypothesis  then H which its order 

less than the order of G is B-group  

 H is B- group since it  is the image of group 

homomorphism  of B-group of order n. 

And since H is B-group  

|𝐵| =|𝐶| that is m=k 

 In the same way we can prove the case where G≠  

b1, …,bk 

Finally study the  following case  a1, …,am= G= 

b1, …,bk we must prove B is basis to G  that is we 

must prove no element in  B is depend ent on the 

remaining members of B. 

Suppose the conversely that is a1  a1, …,am   

Thus x1 =f(a1)  f( a1, …,am)=   (f( a1), …,f(am))= 

( x1, …,xm) this contradicts  {x1, …,xm}.is basis to 

H. 

{ a1, …,am} is basis to G. 

In the same way we can prove { b1, …,bk} is basis to 

G  

And since G is B- group thus m=k. 

Definition(3-2): Let G  be a group then we called the 

intersect of all maximal subgroups of  G Frattini 

subgroup and denoted by (G) ,either if there is no 

intersection then G=(G). 

Theorem (3-2): Every p-group is B-group where p is 

prime number. 

Proof. 

 Let X={x1, …,xm} is the basis to the group G and 

let|𝑋 | = 𝑚 

We take the quotient group  Go= 𝐺 (𝐺)⁄  ((G) is 

frattini subgroup of G). 

And Go is  abelian group we consider it vector space 

on the field GF(p) which has p element 

Let r be the dimension of vector space 

Thus by Burnside theorem there exist a map   transfers 

the set X to basis for the vector space Go such that the 

deferent elements of X transfers to deferent elements 

of the basis of Go this implies |𝑋 | = 𝑟 

And m=r 

And consequently the number of element of any  basis 

to G is r. 

If H be the subgroup of the P-group then H is also p-

group consequently any two basis to the subgroup H  

of G  are equal  

G is B-group 

Definition (3-3) [9]:-G is called periodic group if 

every element of G has a finite order . 

Definition (3-3)[1]: A group G is said to be 

Quaziprimary group if the order of each element of G 

is power of a prime number p or q ;p≠q. 

Theorem(3-3):-Every  B-group is periodic . 

Proof. 

Let G be B-group to prove G is periodic group 

Suppose that the conversely  that is a  G has infinite 

order 

Thus  a= a2,a3 , a2 a3 ,  a3 a2  

 {a2, a3} forms basis to the group G and also {a} this 

contradiction since is B-group. 

Thus G is periodic. 

Theorem (3-4):Every B-group is quasiprimary  group. 

Proof. 

Let G be B-group to prove G is quasiprimary that 

every element of G is power of P or q .Let  |𝑎| = 𝑚𝑛 

where m,n>1 such that m, n prime number     

Thus  a=  am  an=  am, an 

Hence  the set { am, an} is the smallest set generated   

a this contradiction  

the order of every element of G is prime 

 G is quasiprimary group. 

Corollary (3-1) LeT  G be B-group and let a,b   G 

such that the order of a is pm  and the order of b is qn 

,n,m  N+ then ab≠ba such that p, q is distinct prime 

number. 

Proof. 

 Let ab =ba 

 |𝑎𝑏| = 𝑝𝑛𝑞𝑛 
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Thus ab has composite order in B-group this 

contradiction  

 ab≠ba 

Corollary (3-2) :Let G be a finite nilpotent B-group 

then G is p-group . 

Proof. 

Let G is finite  nilpotent B-group  

This by theorem of [Kurosh ][5] every a finite 

nilpotent can be written as  direct product of sylow 

subgroup :G=G1 x G2 x …  x Gm  

Such that Gi is pi-group  where pi is prime number  and  

pi ≠ qj ; i ≠j  i=1,2, … ,m  . 

If m> 1 this means there exist two  commuting 

elements have order power of two distinct prime 

number .  

This contradiction with the corollary (3-1) 

 G is p-group . 

Theorem(3-5):Every subgroup of B-group is also B-

group. 

Proof. Clearly . 

Theorem(3-6): Every simple finite group with basic 

property (B-group) is a belian and its order is prime 

number. 

Proof. 

Let G be B-group and G be simple finite group 

.Suppose that G is not abelian 

Since G is quasiprimary group and by theorem 16 in 

[8].G must be isomorphic with one of the following 

groups PSL(2,5) , PSL(2,7) , PSL(2,8) , PSL(2,17) , 

PSL(2,19)  PSL(3,4) Sz(8) , Sz(32). Such that PSL(n,q) 

( Linear special presentation groups over the field 

which has q elements  ) and Sz(q) is Suzuki simple 

group over the field of q elements  

Thus Sz(q) is generated by only two elements [8]  

Also PSL(n,q) have basis consist of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

only two elements and by fiet-Thompson [3] the order 

of nonabelian simple group must be even number  thus  

the order of its elements is 2 thus its element is 

invertible   

Let  X be the set of all  invertible elements of G , we 

must prove that G=<X>. 

Since the conjugate element of invertible element is 

also invertible then the set X generated the normal 

subgroup of G and since G is simple thus G=<X>and 

X generated the group G . 

It  is contain basis as Y to  the group G. 

Since G is B-group thus it must be has basis consist of 

only two elements   

|𝑌|=2 and the group G is  generated by two 

invertible elements  

This implies G≅D4 ( D4 dehadral group )but D4 
 is not 

simple group this contradiction . 

 G is  abelian group and its order is prime number  

Theorem(3-7) : Let G be a group with basic property 

then G is solvable . 

Proof.  

Suppose the converse .Let G be not solvable group 

thus G has simple and not abelian subgroup H 

 H is B-group  

Since the intersection of B-groups form B-group  

And since there is no in G the intersection of simple 

not abelian group by theorem (3-5) thus G is solvable . 
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